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9:4010:30: Mi hel Ledoux (University of Toulouse)
The geometry of

onvolution inequalities

The Bras amp-Lieb inequalities for multiple integrals des ribe versions of the Hölder
inequality in dire tions of the Eu lidean spa e. Established rst by symmetrisation, optimisation
of Gaussian kernels or optimal transportation, re ent developments by E. Carlen, E. Lieb, M.
Loss and J. Bennett, A. Carbery, M. Christ, T. Tao put forward a new approa h by evolution
along the heat equation. In parti ular, this proof relies on suitable geometri de ompositions
of the identity, whi h give dire t a ess to some famous onvolution inequalities in Harmoni
Analysis with their best onstants.

Abstra t:

10:4011:30: Dorothee Knees (Weierstrass Institute Berlin)
On the vanishing vis osity method in fra ture me hani s

The Grith riterion is an energeti fra ture riterion whi h is frequently applied to
de ide whether a preexisting ra k in an elasti body is stationary for given external for es.
Moreover, a great number of models rely on the Grith riterion and des ribe the time evolution
of a ra k. In this le ture we model the evolution of a single ra k as a rate-independent pro ess
based on the Grith riterion and dis uss dierent possibilities for setting up su h models. In
the last years mainly two approa hes were followed: Models based on global energy minimization
(elasti energy + dissipation) and models based on a lo al des ription of for e balan e type.
Abstra t:

Our fo us lies on the analysis of lo al models whi h appear as the limit of evolution models
with a vis ous regularization. Moreover, we dis uss the onvergen e of fully dis retized models (i.e. with respe t to time and spa e) to the lo al model. The onvergen e proof relies on
new regularity estimates for the elasti elds lose to the ra k tip taking into a ount nonpenetration onditions on the ra k fa es. Finally an outlook to phase-eld like damage models
will be given. The advantage of these models is that no a-priori knowledge on the ra k path
is needed. The resear h is joint work with A. Mielke, R. Rossi, A. S hröder and C. Zanini.
11:4012:30: Erwin Bolthausen (TU Berlin, on leave from University of Zuri h)
On the ultrametri ity problem in spin glass theory

Ultrametri ity is a very puzzling open problem in spin glass theory. We des ribe the
problem, dis uss why it is thought to be important, and present attempts to shed some light
on it.

Abstra t:

Everybody is wel ome to attend.
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